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Contact so . Machine Simulation Models (war games)
has indicated that the need for "random numbers' 1 is real and
pressing, yet the information available to the war gamers
concerning the properties of these numbers is often quite
vague and limited.
The average of the results of several runs of a war game
is often used to evaluate the many relationships tested by
the game. Since random numbers are the device that determines
the yes/no answer at the many decision points of the game,
the faithfulness with which these numbers exhibit the proper-
ties desired by the war gamer directly affect the validity of
the results
.
In view of the critical role in war gaming played by
these numbers it seems useful to provide a tested method of
producing the numbers, and to provide also the means of test-
ing any other number-producing methods considered useful.
Random numbers have an important application in statis-
tical sampling, \ ;aming, and other monte carlo techniques.
The applications -nentioned in this paper will be primarily in
the war game area.
This thesis was written at the United States Naval Tost-
graduate School, Monterey, California, during the period
v
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are some initial problems he study of war gaming. One
problem lies in having precise terminology and notation to
explain concepts that are la probabilistic in nature.
Another lies in the stochastic structure of the game, i.e.,
the decision points in the game which require drawing e ran-
dom number to determine the occurrence or non-occurrence of
an event. This provides the requirement for a random number
generator in the game. A third problem is, given a random
number generator, are the characteristics of the numbers pro-
duced by this generator such that the results of the game are
valid?
The second and third problem areas mentioned, that is,
generation of random numbers, and testing of random numbers
nre the subject of the investigation in this thesis. The
investigation included a search of the literature and accu-
mulation of reference material, writing COC 1604 FORTRAN pro-
grams for generation of random normal, exponential and chi-
square numbers, writing programs for tests of random numbers,
and running the programs for the generators anc\ tests on the
CDC 1604 computer.
Sections 1 and 2 of the thesis contain discussions of
generation of random numbers and testing of random numbers,
respectively. Section 3 contains the results of tests per-

formed on two normal random number generators, an exponen-
tial and a chi-square random number generator. Section 4
presents the conclusions reached in this paper. Appendices
,
B and C provide justification for the methods of genera-
tion of random numbers and Appendix D reproduces the pro-
grams in CDC 1604 FORTRAN language for the four generators.
It is suggested that the reader familiarize himself with
the explanation of notation and definitions of terms immediate'
ly following this introduction. It is also suggested that the
U.S. Naval Postgraduate School thesis "Pvandom Number Genera-
tion on Digital Computers'' by J. !t. Barron





DEFINITIONS OF TERMS AND NOTATION
In this paper a random variable, X, and its associated
cumulative distribution function F, will be identified as
(X,F) or, in some instances, where it is more convenient to
refer to the associated density function f, we shall write
(X,f). In conformity with standard notation
F(x) - Pr(X = x)
dx
Random Numbers : It is considered that there is available
some formula or mechanism or device which produces numbers
which are regarded as drawn from a population (X,F) or equi-
valently (X, f ) . Such a number is frequently identified as a
pseudo-random number in the literature; however, here we shall
identify it simply as a random number.
We may say that a set of such random numbers is associ-
ated with the random variable (X,F) or, more briefly, that
they are associated with the distribution F,
Sequenc e of random numbers : As the formula or the generating
device or mechanism employed produces a set of random numbers,
these appear serially or sequentially. We shall refer to
these numbers as a sequence of random numbers.
In referring to random numbers, as defined above, as-

a,b
sociated with specific random variables and their associated
cumulative distribution functions, we shall need additional
specific definitions and notation.
N(/I
t




b) : A uniform distribution over the interval
Tn particular, U(0,l) will be used extensively. •
Random N(/i.
t
O) numbe r: A random number associated with the





: A random number associated with the
random variable (X,F) where F is U(0,1).
Normal -eviate : A random N(Q,1) number which has been obtained
as a transformation of a random TJ(0,1) number.
Generator: \ formula or method for producing a sequence of
numbers.
N:y?:G~N : The computer program to generate normal deviates
by the Box-Muller method.
NORHG TJH : The computer program to generate normal deviates
by the "sums of uniforms'' method.
IliiFQGEN: ^he computer program employing Marsaglia's method
to generate exponential random numbers
.
CHIGP.N : The computer program to generate chi- square random
numbers from sums of squares of independent normal deviates,





iTION OF ' NUMBERS
1.1 BASIC THEORY
For generation of random numbers associated with general
random variables (X,F) from random U(0,1) numbers, it is nec-
cessary to establish a relation between the uniform distribu-
tion and other distributions. Particularly a relation between
the uniform and normal distributions would be useful, because
other distributions such as the chi-square, F, and Student's
t can be derived from the normal distribution. A general re-
lation between the uniform distribution and other distribu-
tions docs exist and is called the probability integral trans-
formation. This relation may be stated as follows: (See
for a proof)
Theorem : Let X be a continuous random variable
with distribution function „ Then the random





its distribution function is given by
y ^0




The relation y = G(x) is called the probability integral
transformation, and since rJ is a non-dec ceasing function it
follows that (see page 313 of jl5 ):
; r G"
1(Y)^x w Pr SG(x>] - G(k)
The above provides the basis for generating random num-
bers associated with an arbitrary distribution by transform-
ing 11(0,1) numbers.
In the case of the exponential distribution where
y = G(x> = 1 - e , it is possible to solve explicitly for x,
that is, x = -log (1-y) =0. In this case we say that has
e
been found in closed form, meaning that x has been expressed
in terms of the logarithm function, one of the functions
which, like the sine and cosine, we choose to call elementary
functions
.
For a general distribution function, it is not always
possible to find the inverse function in closed form, that is,
it is not always possible to express the inverse in terms of
so-called elementary functions.
For the normal distribution, a closed form expression
for the inverse* function is not available. In such a case
it may be possible to employ a graphical interpretation.
3raohical methods, however, have a minimum of decimal place

accuracy and Leaf"! to table look-up procedures in high speed
digital computers. Entering the ordinate of Figure 1 to de>
termine abscissa values by use of a table, sometimes called
the "Normal Curve of Error Table 1 ', also leads to table look'




The disadvantage of the table look-up method of supplying
random numbers for a war game is apparent when the memory
st>ace limitation of a computer is considered.
Even though no inverse function may exist in closed
form, it is possible to construct generating schemes that are
fast and have acceptable properties. Two such generating
schemes for the normal distribution are given in the next
two sections.
1.2 Normal Numbers by the Box-Muller Method (NORMGEN)
Box and Muller 111 proposed a method for generating a

ir of independent ran ,i) numbers from a oair of ran-
dom U(0,1) numbers. The transformation (see Appendix A) for
generating the pairs of N(0,1) numbers is:
\,
X = (-2 log II ) " Cos 2 77U
- 1 el 2




where U. ,U are independent 11(0,1) and X ,X ace indepen-
dent N(0,D.
In view of the four functions (sine, cosine, log
,
square root) which must be computed in the Box-Muller method,
this method cannot be considered fast, although a nair of
numbers is produced so that computation time must be halve' 1
for comparison with other methods. The major advantage of
the Box-Muller method is that it is an analytically exact
transformation (of pairs of numbers) from the uniform distri-
bution and will faithfully produce a normal distribution
given a uniform distribution.
\e disadvanl
,
other than computation time, is that
the Box-rMuller method will reflect whatever bias or contam-
ination is present in the uniform generator.
'.."hen ' a subroutine and included in a service
library, the Bo: -Muller normal generator may be employed in

two ways: The pair of N(0,l) numbers may be delivered simul-
.?ovtfv^ , -, X in the A-reeister and X in the Q-register. or
'1 & 2
the subroutine nay save X until the next call for a random
number. In the first instance the user would be required to
save X^ for any case where only a single number were desired.
In general, standard library subroutines are very expen-
sive in machine time, as they are required to be able to ac-
cent the general case. ..... .they must test for sign and mag-
nitude in many cases before beginning the computation. In
special cases where the argument with which the subroutine is
entered is = X5l, or perhaps = X = 27T, the tests are not
germane and precious machine time is wasted. In cases such
this the functional subroutines can be rewritten and
ortened an ' ' Luded 3 part of the generator subroutine.
However there is trade-off here, as this greatly increases
the length of the generator and consequently the libra y ro-
tm. 2 library function routines are then partially dupli-
cate'' hin the generator routine when the generator routine
becomes oart of the library. Of the four generators describe.-'
in this th.es is, these remarks per 'most exclusively to
the in \ Muller :N.

1.3 Normal Numbers fro- Sums of Uniforms (NORMSUM)
discussion of the justification for approximation of
a normal (0,1) random number by the sum of 12 uniform (0,1)
random numbers appears in Appendix A. The approximation can
be improved by increasing the number of uniform (0,1) num-
bers used, but machine time places a restriction on the de-
sirability of using more numbers. The sums of uniform random
variables converge more rapidly to a normal distribution than
the sums of random variables from a non-symmetric distribution,
e program for generating these numbers is short in both
program steps and machine time. There are no library sub-
routines which must be called in.
This method, is appealing to the intuition as there is
the factor of "smoothing'' or averaging whatever bias or con-
tamination may be present in the uniform (0,1) generator.
1.4 Exponential Random Numbers (EXPOGEN)
Marsaglia's 2; method for generating exponential ran-
dom numbers is more complicated in programming details than
either the NORMGEN or N01MSUM, but lends itself very well to
the FORTRAN language.
The exnected value of the n of Marsaglia's method (see
->endix B) is approximately 1.58, so on the average only

1.58 U(0,l) numbers are required from which the minimum must
be selected, and 1.55 ' ; scriminations (see Appendix B) are
required to assign a value to n. Assigning a value to m also
requires an average of 1.5°. discriminations, Generation of
an exponential number thus requires an average of approxi-
mately 4.75 U(0,1) numbers.
This method of producing exponential random numbers is
sensitive to any bias in the characteristics of the uniform
generator.
1.5 Chi-Square Random Numbers (CHIGEN)
jpose that ten chi-square random numbers with five
degrees of freedom are desired and that thq N RMSUM genera-
tor is used to nroduce the normal numbers. It takes 12 uni-
form numbers to produce one normal number and five normal
numbers to produce on--? chi-s< number with five degrees
of freedom. Thus we require 50 normal numbers and 600 uni-
form numbers to produce ten chi-square numbers with a rel-
-
tiv small numb c es of freedom. One has no diffi-
ilty seeing that production of chi-square numbers is expen-
sive in machine time. However, in war gaming the nee'-1 for
chi-square numb. i likely to be considerably less than
the need for uniform or normal numbers.

The chi-j just "am is again relative]
direct no spec lifficulties are encountered . The
•ncy and goodness-of-fit tests do - sent a special
problem, as changing the degrees of freedom in effect creates
a new distribution and the class intervals and expected fre-
auencies of occurrence within the class intervals change.
They do not change in such a fashion that DO-rLGOFS ray be
most economically employe"'. The program becomes quite lengthy
in machine time if chi-square numbers with several different
-rees of freedom are tested.
3 .6 Computer Language
FO ITRAN wa computer language employed for all pro-
grams written for this thesis . It is realized that FORTRAN
may not be the best language for all types of war games, al-
though successful war ganes have been written in this len-
gua" Speed an ory space limitations may dictate the
use of assembly routines as opposed to FORTRAN-type compilers.
However, within a FORT! rogram, strings of symbolic machine
1 be inserted where the legal FX ITRAN statements
not appropriate. In general, the particular character
of the simulation will suggest the most convenient language.
For use in a war game, the four random number generators
Ls must be translated into the language in which

the game is Ltl One r ; :d of caution is in order at this
point:. The method used to generate the U(0,l) numbers de-
pends on the computer having a 48-bit word length, and the
method must be revised for use on a machine with a different
wox ' th.
e Control Data Corporation 1604 stored program, gen-
eral purpose digital computer with a storage capacity of
32,768 48-bit words was available at the Naval Postgraduate
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Figure 2 a Figure 3b
Now we have established a requirement for at least com-
puting the first four central moments to provide data for de-
ciding if a sequence of numbers can be regarded as a sample
from a desired distribution, F.
At this point the experimenter would do well to apply a
frequency test to the sequence of numbers by dividing the
theoretical range of the numbers into class intervals and
counting the numbers which fall into each class interval.
see the theoretical frequency of occurrence of numbers in
each class interval is known, a goodness-of-fit test like the
chi- square test may be applied to test for a significant dif-
ference between sample frequencies and observed frequencies
in the class intervals.
Tn the case of the N(0,l) distribution, any sample con-
sidered to have been drawn at random should have an approxi-
mately equal number of positive numbers and negative numbers.
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) i lec Var
1 1.187 2.352
2 2.153 3.877




Table 5 - CHIG2N 'n=200)






























2 96 50n 077 107c
3 97 +87 995 lOX
4 114 544 1046 107.
5 472 070 107;
: 97 4^7 n 57 io7:
7 111 556 1120 10?













2 7.3 n 20.33 10.25
18.34 17.06 17.39
4 18.07 15.04 13.46
5 19.42 17.01 14.99
10 12.83 » 14.57
15 18.2 + 17.
n
7 18. :'
20 14.65 10.86 18.40
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e tests have demonstrated that random numbers may be
generated 4. ' t behave when tested like numbers from a normal,
Donential or chi-square distribution. It is apparent, how-
ever, that the behavior of these numbers depends heavily c
• multiplicati ' ise ' t generate the U(0,1) random
hers from which they were transformed. me of the gen-
ting schemes discuss* " ' this thesis are theoretically
t so tha : thi sts 'escribed in effect provide klition-
al tests of the perform-. " of the random U(0,1; generator
that integral " NCRKGSN, NORM UM, SXFOGEN and
JN. for generatior nd testing of U(0,1) random
rs.
In general, ;. : results of Section 3 T : ""
is1 be Li£ . * with caution for vor_. . 11
it be user' with caution for large sam-
ples. The chi-square generator was obtained by two trans
f
ild 1 irefulb ' --'mined for the sample siz
c Pre ; : ' 'ed, as the results are not con-
L tent tl 'out. er tesl
'"' is required for the
latter and will 'athe tensive hine time if













itervals to ensure that the number
" len into some sort of trap such as find-
ing ro in a multiplicative scheme. T1 Is, of course, is
rely . tension of ] . r not trusting the
it answers before submitting the model to a test
?itl nswers. In any extensive program
itic r: ;ivi :s to questions that
really ', ' riot to questions the programmer thougl I
'.
an incidental ol "or., it is believed that ''
sequence of ' program techniqui •- ' 3 to start
'line : • 3 the fundamental machine i • ruc-
tions, bier and finally to a compile ..
Language ich as FORTRAN is < Jverti s
•











" task . This is
rently not . ter of general s ment.





;< ? : 1 '•
,
it i - 1 i reasc
; of t! ' best" pub-
lished tables of r umbers could be typ 1 ards
inserted into iory for testing by the se.no. battery
of SEN, N "•
,





I that rping 10,000 IBM sards
ill task. decks of cs rds may be available
in ises.
iltipli ' ' • '
.
-' tl is ' ' >ner-
i,l] 'elivers a long cycle of nu
rs . Bl ••'.- of the/ imberi
uite likely to have undesireable char-
acteristics, bi *nt point by in-
ber f ' i ' ' gorid
>f *e tested, tl b] tks sho^ '.
Lcs could 1 ' : it
tical Lrning - s. There is a definite
i * •- -
-'
-.
. 'he dropping of short
haracteristici ; ' ~ve
11 sampl ade tl ' - : - : '~ ' :.r\: ' cs of T
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.The purpose of this appendi - is to discuss in more de-
tail the two methods (NORMGEN ?n^ " "If) of generating
random N(0,1) numbers im 1 :ed In Section 2.
It is assumed, as has been Hone throughout this thesis,
that* a method erate uniform random numbers is available,
transformation of uniform random numbers to normal random
bers will now be considered. Of the several existi^ r
me ds to accompl this, the method suggested by Box and
Muller ' 1 . w< c ted ror accuracy and integrity in the








,U be indenendent random variables from
i- 2
the uniform d L1 function on the interval (0,1). Consider
!om variables
:
X = (-2 loo U ) " Cos 2 7TU
1 1 2
(1)
X - (-2 lo~ TT ; in "^ T
'
2
U ) S 27TU Then
2 :
(X ,X ) are a pair of independent random variables from the
ie non ] 1 tribution. Notice that the radical is always
positive since = U ~ 1.










,U \with respect to(X ,X \ is found to be
r 2 1

















and v'^ are >rmal (0,1) and independent
an ] :ically exact and the character-
ise : • produced are distorted from the i "
on] miform numbers used as input ^- _
Ions, including the — ire root, lo~,
;s. Expected accuracy is 13 decimal
PC r IAN routines. It is hop sd and
pec' Lonal round -off errors will be random.
isers ma; lot be interested in rare
events but i cs around the mean we next select for
'

! on t ! 1 Limit Theorem. The
'tion of sums of independent random variables from
metric distributions approaches the normal distribution
lite capi It is noted that 50 numbers, each composed
of the sum of five random digits, gives a strikingly normal
• rice when plotted in a histogram.
3ince the variance of the U(0,l) distribution is 1/12
variances of uniform random variables are additive under
convolution it is convenient to select 12 as the number of
uniform random variables whose sum will approximate a normal
random variable. Means of uniform variables are also addi-
tive so that it remains to subtract the constant .six from the
sums o r 12 inde- f(0,l) random variables to approximate
a normal (0,1) distribution.
This process truncates the distribution so that -6 = x
=
6
Mow much is lost his truncation can be estimated by the
fact that normal tables with 4-place significance have posi-
tive probabi] ithin the limits -4.26= x = 4.26.
There is a case for the truncated normal distribution
in model is useful when it can be realistically ap-
ed to a real world situation. 2 msider the height of men
ven race as a random variable, normally distributed.
For use the distribution is truncated in that the smallest

is c< no fool* and the reatest
than ten feet. Definite bounds c ' > set on
mar ors of mea hich are considered normally dis-
'ibuted. »ns of the theoretical normal distribu-
are so frequent] truncated in the real world that it
seems inconsistent to reject a manually generated sample from
a normal population if the sample exhibits the properties of







The exponential distribution figures prominently in
particle or radiation studies, reliabilit}', life testing and
like areas which can be of interest to persons using high
speed computers and monte carlo techniques. A power series
expansion to compute the logarithm of a uniform random vari-
able may be used to generate exponential random variables,
but a more rapid method is desired.
G. Marsaglia of the Boeing Scientific Research Labora-
tories offers a simpler .device for producing exponential
random variables by performing discriminations on the rela-
tive magnitudes of uniform (0.1) random variables. See 2
.
The idea is to choose the minimum of a random number of
uniform random variables, then a<^<^ a random integer say,
let n and m be random integers according to the following
schedule
:






















, Is a s r .- . • >Grif|ent ani-
[0,1), thi " - "iabl
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• the expon tribution.












tl 3istri1 if y Ls , for = 9 = 1,
i
-; l-p^i-e) - P (1-9) -
• '
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=>(l-e~ ), o=e = i;
Th n: r (e-l) id i f the random var-





'-,... " if, ir " - - =ntly,
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, > o > * • • »
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; the expone : !is 'il tion.
-i
f verific tion ~ r x = k












CHI SQUARE RA ( ERS
Let x.,x
, ...
,-<.. be j independent random variables
normally distributed, each with zero mean and unit variance
. 2
Let X equal the sum of the squares of these \J random
2 .2
variables, i.e., K - x + x* +
. .
. + xj . X is also
a random variable because it is a function of random vari-
ables. The density function of the chi-square random vari-
able is written as
Yz l = (V? P"£ * =
= otherwise
All x f s must have zero mean and unit variance. If they are
independent normal ( U
,
CO numbers, the quantities
do have a normal distribution, each with zero mean and unit
variance. Hence, on i, for i = 1>2, > V
y.

-•; a chi- "ibution with *J degrees of freedom.
n example of such a random variable in as follows:
missile is sent toward a target. If the range and de-
flection errors of the missile are independent normally
distributed random variables each with zero mean and equal
variances, the squared distance between the explosion and
the target, divided by the variance, has a chi-square dis-
tribution with two degrees of freedom. This can be easily
extended to three dimensions.
subroutine available to a war gamer to supply inde-
2
pendent X numbers with arbitrary degrees of freedom thus
can have immediate annlication.

IFollowing is the Box-Muller method of generating pairs
numbers from pairs cf ' T ' n ,l) numbers, programmed
in the Control Z rporation 1604 " rRAN lan£ua?,e.
The program as written mer 1 " computes 100 numbers
and stores them in an array called '"TAB". N is the sample
size £ ys be one-half the value of N. The di-
be at least the value of N. The numbers






















TA ' ) -
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ram for generating N(0,l) number? from
















The chi-square generator has two parameters, the size


































































IFO [?(1)-T ' )) 141, 141,1
i'-r - • -
v v
141 c
143 ' ' )=' "(1)+'
Tl e CDC 16 t j-p;; test programs written for use in
tre av ble in F" '"' Language in the Computer
Cen1 t :he tval Postgraduate School, Monterey, Cali-
fornia*







